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250,000 March on Washington 
ToProtestNixon'sVietWarEffort 
1965 Ursinus Craduate 
Leads Moratorium Parade 
In U S Air Force Attire 
A 1965 graduate of Ursinus College, whose name is be-
ing withheld by the Weekly in order not to jeopardize his po-
sition with the United States Air Force, served as a Marshal 
in the Moratorium Parade last Saturday, dressed in full mili-
tary attire. Armed forces law strictly prohibits the appear-
ance in uniform of persons serving in any branch of the 
United States defense force at any public rally or demonstra-
tion. 
By JON WEAVER 
On the weekend of November 
14th, the nation's capital received 
its largest crowd ever in the form 
of at least 250,000 people, brought 
together by the bond of opposition 
to the continuing American war 
policy in Southeast Asia. 
This daring Ursinus alumnus was a meritorious student 
during his years at the College. As Dr. A'llan Lake Rice re-
members the individual, "He was the type of person who 
couldn't get less than an 'A' in a course." This young man 
studied five different languages under Dr. Rice alone, and 
was a College Scholar with a major in French. Upon gradua-
tion from Ursinus, he enlisted in the U. S. Air Force and has 
served in that branch of the armed forces for the past four 
years. He plans to pursue a career in teaching after his mi'li-
tary obligation is fulfilled. 
Demonstrators, mostly youthful, 
flocked to Washington from the 
remote parts of the United States, 
and some f rom Canada. The Mid-
western states were well represent-
ed by many who had driven to 
Washington, picking up hitch-hik-
ers as they came. Bus-loads came 
f rom Texas, suffering a 36 hour bus 
ride to march in the freezing streets 
of the Distriot of Columbia to ex-
press their dissatisfaction with the 
war in Viet Nam. Chartered buses 
and trains brought thousands of 
students f rom the colleges and uni-
versities on the east coast. 
Photo by Tish e 
Crowds gather in Washington to protest t he current Vietnam war. 
March Against Death 
3 r .. osh 
In Auto 
Inju .. ed 
Accident 
F or the majority of protestors, 
who aTrived on Friday, the wel-
come was a host ile one f rom an 
unexpeoted quarter. Thunder-
storms, icy winds, and small hail-
stones soaked, chilled, and pelted 
t hose continuing the observance of 
the March aga inst Death. This 
march, which had begun ast 6:30 p. 
m. on Thursday and continued for 
40 hours, passe~ 40,000 marchers, 
each represent ing an American 
killed in Viet Nam, in front of the 
White House in single file. The 
march route of 7 miles began at 
Arlington Nationa'l Cemetery with 
the tolling of a bell for the de-
parture of each marcher. The 
column of demonstrators, each 
wearing the name of an individual 
battle fatality, filed past the Lin-
coln Memorial, the White House, 
where each demonstrator shouted 
the name of the soldier he repre-
sented, and on to the Capitol Build-
ing. The procession ended at 7:30 
a. m. on Saturday. 
Driver and Passengers Hospitalized 
An automobile accident occurred 
along the eight-hundred block of 
High ,Street in Pottstown on No-
vember 6, at 1 :30 A.M., when an 
Austin Healey carrying three Ur-
sinus students sideswiped three 
trees after skidding on rain-soaked 
leaves. The car bounced off the 
third tree, across the road and ca-
reened head-on into another tree, 
demolishing the vehicle. The three 
freshmen injured, John Stahler of 
Allentown, David Hermony from 
Center Village, and Larry Porter 
from Brookhaven, Pennsylvania, 
were rushed to Pottstown Medical 
Center East. Their injuries were 
serious. David Stahler, the driver 
and owner of the car, still is in the 
hospital with a Ibroken nose and 
thigh, and lacerations, especially 
around his lips, from the glass. 
David Hermony has been trans-
ferred to Sacred Heart Hospital. 
He suffers from lacerations across 
the scalp, and back and neck com-
plications. 
Larry Porter has been released 
from the hospital, but has a badly-
battered left eye and lacerations 
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 2) 
PreMed Convention Tours 
Temple U. Medical School 
On Saturday, November 15, the 
members of the 'Brown back-Anders 
Premedical Society attended the 
Twentieth Annual Eastern Penn-
sylvania Premedical Conference at 
the Temple Univ~rsity School of 
Medicine in ,Philadelphia. 
This conference was sponsored 
by the 'Pennsylvania Delta Chapter 
of Alpha Epsilon Delta, the nation-
al honorary premedical fraternity. 
Activities 
The activities of the day includ-
ed a tour of the facilities of Tem-
ple Medical School, several medical 
films, and an opportunity to meet 
and speak with Temple medical 
students and premedical students 
from colleges in the Philadelphia 
area. 
Informal Symposium 
In the af.ternoon an informal 
symposium (entitled "Changing 
Aspects of Medicine Today") was 
held at the Temple University 
School of Dentistry. A panel of 
seven physicians, dentists, and os-
teopaths representing the medical 
and paramedical institutions in the 
area delivered individual addresses 
pertinent to the current trends in 
modern medicine. The topics of 
these talks ranged from "The Fu-
ture of the General Practitioner" 
and "Specialization in Medicine To-
day" to "Socialized Medicine," 
"Transplant Surgery," and "Under-
sea Medicine." 
Collegiate Representation 
In addition to Ursinus College, 
Franklin and Marshall, Muhlen-
berg, Farleigh-Uickinson, St. Jo- Students 
seph's, Villanova, LaSalle, Pennsyl- building. 
vania, and Temple were represented 
at the conference. 
Photo by Tighe 
from across the nation congregate in front of the Capitol 
Authorities state that at least 250,000 individuals attended 
the weekend activities in Washington. 
The Brownback-Anders Premedi-
cal Society, which boasts one of ECUmenl·Sm EXperl·ment 
the la,rgest memberships of any or-
ganization on the Ursinus campus,' 
is led by President Bill Norcross. 7\TOW TT,nderway 
The other officers are Bruce Ells- 1" 4 V ~ 
weig, Vice-President, and Joan 
Storer, Secretary-Treasurer. Dr. 
Paul R. Wagner, Chairman of the 
Department of Biology, is the fac-
ulty advisor of the Premedical So-
at u.c. 
ciety. ALAN C. GOLD 
An experiment in ecumenism is 
underway in the Ursinus religious 
community. At the suggestion of 
the Rev. Milton E. Detterline, 
Chaplain of the College, student 
representatives of the various 
faiths on campus have 'been meet-
Forum ApoLogy ing to discuss the possibilities of 
coordinating their individual activ-
I offer my sincere apol- ities and of jointly sponsoring other 
ogy to all who attended gatherings. The meetings thus far 
the Forum on Friday eve- have included students from both 
chartered and unofficial religious 
ning, No~ember 14, when groups such as the YM-YWCA, Chi 
a group from Syracuse Alpha, U'CF, the Canterbury Club, 
University (Music De- and the Hillel and Newman Socie-
partment) presented a ties. Response from all these 
rt· f groups has been enthusiastic and program, po IOns 0 the representatives hope soon to 
which were extremely establish a permanent council I 
repu~sive. which would help coordinate the 
, D. L. Helffel'ich campus religious life while yet re-
President taining the individual identities of 
... _____________ ..1 the various faiths. 
Final Plans 
Already in the final stages of 
planning is a joint Thanksgiving 
Service in Bomberger Hall, sched-
uled for Monday, November 24 at 
8 p.m. The service will be open to 
all students of all religious follow-
ings and attendance is voluntary. 
Dr. Helfferich has agreed to let 
this voluntary worship replace the 
mandatory convocations which 
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 5) 
Get Well Soon 
The Editorial Board of the 
Ursinus Weekly extends its 
best wishes for a speedy and 
full recovery to Dr. Russell 
D. Sturgis of Collegeville, 
former Chairman of the 
Chemistry Department and 
long-time friend of the Col-
lege. 
F irst Gassings 
On Friday night while some 
marched with candles, others, un-
deterred by cold winds, r allied in 
DuPont Circle for a march that was 
predictably violent. The g roup of 
2,000, made up of ultra-radical fac-
tions, made their way up Massachu-
setts Ave. toward the South Viet-
namese Embassy. The demonstrat-
ors were met by police and Nll-
tional Guard. Rocks and bottles 
were thrown, and the demonstrat-
ors were repelled with tear gas, 
which the Washington Police had 
elected to use rather than clubs. 
Mass March 
As the March against Death 
came t o an end on Saturday mor n-
ing, demonstrators began f orming 
for the mass march past the White 
H ouse. The march was led by 
three drummers, and the bear ers of 
the caskets into which the name 
tags f rom the Death March had 
been placed. The marchers exhib-
ited a var iety of banners and plac-
a rds. The Amer ican flag was pre-
dominant. The march remained 
peaceful throughout, the solemn, 
non-violent majority assimilating 
the violent factions. The marchers' 
view of, and access to the White 
House was blocked by closely 
parked buses. 
Monumental Rally 
The crowd, having passed the 
White House, streamed to the area 
of Washington monument for a 
massive rally. There, bundled, and 
huddled around small fires the dem-
onstrators listened to speeches and 
music by Eugene McCarthy, George 
McGovern, Mrs. Coretta King, Pe-
ter, Paul, and Mary, Pete Seeger, 
Arlo Guthrie, Richie Havens, Leonr 
'atd Bernstein, and the east Dt 
"Hair." 
Justice Department Disturbance 
During the rally, the Youth In-
ternat ional Party faction broke a-
way for an authorized march on the 
Justice Department to protest the 
Chicago conspiracy tr ial. Despite 
the pleadings of Mobilization Com-
mittee members, some 6,000 people 
followed the Yippies, many of whom 
were helmeted. When the Ameri-
can flag,was lowered at the Justice 
Department, and replaced with a 
Viet Cong flag, police moved in 
with tear gas. Mobilization ma'r-
shals came between police and dem-
onstrators urging peace from the 
la tter. The group finally dispersed 
after 83 arrests. 97 persons were 
treated for the effects of the CS 
gas, which had forced Attorney 
General John Mitchell to flee from 
the Justice Department Building. 
PAGE TWO THE URSINUS WEEKLY 
ALAN C. GOLD rocvs: 
Last Saturday, the Ursinus football team defeated Hav-
erford College by a score of 28-6. While this item of news 
would normally generate only moderate excitement on the 
Ursinus campus, this year it represents the close of the most 
successful season the Ursinus Bears have seen since 1931. 
By JON WEAVER 
Weekly: What do you think a-
bout Ursinus? 
Branca: "I like Ursinus. It's 
really odd that somebody says that, 
because most people around here 
don't seem to think so. I like Ur-
sinus because of the group of peo-
ple I made friends with. They've 
made it fun for me to be here. I 
In recent years, the Ursinus football team has not ranked 
remarkably high in the college standings. Nevertheless, the "'-''''-~'.'''' 
Ursinus football fans have continued to support the team each 
season, hoping year after year that our luck might change. 
Well, in 1969-the same year in which the New York Mets 
clinched the World Series-the luck of the Ursinus football 
team did change. This year's 5-2 MAC record represents the 
first winning season for the Bears since 1954, and the best 
overall season record in nearly forty years. Moreover, Ur-
sinus' record of 5-0-1 in its last six games is the most suc-
cessful six-game record the team has witnessed since 1912. 
And in addition to all of these triumphs, Ursinus may yet 
share the Southern College Division title of the Middle At-
lantic Conference with Johns Hopkins University, in the 
event that the latter team is defeated by Western Maryland 
tomorrow. 
Congratulations, et cetera 
We congratulate all of the members of the football team 
for their tremendous effort in shaping such a praiseworthy 
season. It will be a long time before Ursinus football fans 
forget the remarkable way in which you transformed a low-
ranked team with a losing record into possibly a first-place 
winning team in just one year. You deserve far more com-
mendation than we can ever express. Moreover, we trust 
that for the members of the football team who played their 
final collegiate game last Saturday, the memories of the 1969 
season are all the gratification they need. 
Praises for a winning season are also due, in large meas-
ure, to Coach Richard J. Whatley. Undoubtedly, no other 
individual is more deserving of commendation than the man 
who has devoted hundreds of hours (and many sleepless 
nights) to organizing, training, advising, and encouraging the 
members of the football team. Coach Whatley has directed 
the team since 1960, and has faced many very depressing sea-
sons. Nevertheless, he has never lost his spirit of enthusiasm 
for Ursinus football, and has continued always to work dili-
gently toward victory. Moreover, Coach Whatley has weath-
ered eight years of unjust criticism in this newspaper for 
previous losing seasons. Now the day has come when Rich-
ard J. Whatley has seen the victorious season which he 
sought, and when we of the Ursinus Weekly salute him for 
his untiring dedication to the football team. 
We can now say that "Football is King at Ursinus," and 
actually mean it. The jubilation of victory fills the air on 
the campus. And it is a feeling that somehow seems to fit 
Ursinus College so very well. 







"I don't have any trouble with the 
rules, because they don't affect me 
that much." 
like it because it's small enough 
that you can get to know a lot of 
people, and a lot of people get to 
know you. 
"I don't have any t rouble with 
the rules, because they don't af-
fect me t hat much. 
"If it wasn't for ZX, I probably 
would have left my fre shman year. 
But the group of guys that I got 
to know kept me here. My basic 
philosophy on school in general is 
that it's what you make out of it 
for yourself. You can be in the 
biggest party school in the nation, 
and if you don't make it for your-
self you're still not going to enjoy 
the school. This school has a pret-
ty good educational program; it 
offered me in the way of sports a 
good chance. 
"I think the girls at the school 
are no different than any other 
girls. Maybe a little more intelli-
gent, but there's good-looking girls 
here, and there's some ugly girls 
here but there's good-looking and 
ugly girl'S at every school. And 
they're a lot of fun. I have no 
qualms about school. I'm sorry I'm 
leaving." 
Weekly: What do you think a-
bout UTsinus faculty? 
Branca: "With a few exceptions, 
the faculty, on the whole, I think 
is good. I've found that they are 
intelligent, easy-going, easy to get 
along with. I think that they mix 
in well with the students. I think 
that some of the older ones just 
don't realize the young ideas of the 
new generation." 
". . . the Waldo incident when 
he was here, he got chucked out, I 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1969 
Tom Branca 
I enjoy it so much. I think that I Weekly: What do you think you 
that's why half the people here are have gained in your rour years 
always knocking it, they've never here? 
experienced fraternity life here. Branca: "I think I've gained ba-
I'd love to see national fraternities sically insight into people. I think 
here, which I don't think will hap- I've come in contact (sic) here 
pen here. That's all I've known with a lot of different people I've 
here, the fraternity, and proud of never come in contact with before: 
it, very proud of it. I came here and I met people that 
"I don't know why people knock are--whatever: a brilliant chemist, 
"If it wasn't for ZX, I probably 
would have left (Ursinus) my 
freshman year." 
fratern ities because I don't think 
they harm anybody. I think they 
do a lot more good than they do 
harm." 
". . . I'd rather see Vietnamese 
people get killed than Americans, 
That's my view on Viet Nam." 
a good journalist, people with a 
lot of different ideas that I've never 
had. That's why I feel confident 
that I can talk about a lot of 
things." Weekly: What do you feel is the 
most pressing issue in the world 
today? ECUMENISM EXPERIMENT 
Branca: "You can't overlook the I (Continued from Page I, Col. 4) 
fact of Viet Nam. I guess that's were originally slated for Novem-
most pressing for me because I'll ber 24 and 25. The Thanksgiving 
be getting out of here, and I've got Service will include selections from 
to think about going there .. . . I the Protestant, Catholic, and Jew-
don't think we should be going out ish liturgies, each speaker sharing 
the way we're going out. I disagree with the others those elements in-
thlllt we were there to begin with, herent in the practice of his faith. 
but now that we're there I think Speaker Paul H. Miller 
that we should fight a war the way The service is also to include a 
we know how and beat them, and speech entitled "Space, Time, and 
not back out. I don't like to see Eternity (The Fifth Dimension) ," 
lives get lost and I think instead of by Physicist Paul H. Miller. Mr. 
just pulling people out, we wouldn't Miller is the supervisor of the 
have lost as many people as we did Reynolds Experimental Laboratory 
if we had fought the war the way it of Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc., 
should have been fought. Th~s stuff and is the Consistory President of 
with bombing roads . . . we St. John United Church of Christ, 
should have bombed the cities. It Tamaqua. His study performs the 
sounds harsh, but its either kill or often difficult task of relating sci-
be killed. In every war there's ence and faith in the modern world. 
people that are innocent civilians After the service there will be a 
that get killed, but if you want to question-and-answer period, fol-
do any kIind of damage you're go- lowed by a reception for Mr. Miller. 
ing to have to bomb tJhe cities. Other future plans which are un-
And I'd rather see Vietnamese peo- der consideration include the spon-
pie get killed than Americans. sorship of voluntary wee~IY wor-
That's my view on Viet Nam: It's ship services, Sunday evenmg sup-
very simple, it's not oovish, and I per-discussion gatherings, and trips 
don't think it's hawk; I just don't to various cultural centers in the 
want to wipe everybody out, but I Philadelphia area. Students wish-
think we made a blunder in dilly- ing to offer suggestions or assist-
dallying the way we did. It was a anct! should contact Chaplain Deb-
mistake we got in, but once we terline or the heads of any of the 
were in there, let's do Ilhe job we're campus religious organizations. 
supposed to do and get out." JEFF KARPINSKI 
3. 
4. 
John Stahler, David Hermony, and Larry Porter thought he was good, and I think its good to have a few people who 
are outspoken, because they always The Ursinus Weekly 
keep people on their toes." 
Ursinus College has certainly experienced its share of 
automobile fatalities and serious mishaps in recent years. 
Unfortunately, most of these accidents have been caused by 
students who drive while intoxicated. Such was the case, 
again, on the evening of November 5. 
Weekly: How do you feel about Published a minimum of fifteen times each academic year by the students 
this, your last season of college of Ursinus College, Collegeville, Pa. 19426. 
football; and to what do you at- ________ S_ix_t_y-_n_in_t_h_ y_ea_r_o_f--.:....p_ub_l_ica_ tl_· o_n _____ _ 
Three freshmen were returning to Ursinus from an off-
campus mixer late that evening, when their automobile veered 
off the road and smashed into a group of trees. All three 
boys were hospitalized with serious injuries. Now, more 
than two weeks later, two of these students are still in the 
tribute the team's success this I 
year? 
Branca : "I feel great about it. 
I think the reason that made it 
that way is the coaches. Definite-
ly, we have good assistant coaches: 
Frank Videon, Ralph Borneman, 
Craig Bundren. They helped to get 
the spirit up tremendously. . . . 
The freshmen that we got this year 
hospital. It is a wonder that they are even alive; other Ur- helped tremendously. A lot of 
sinus auto-accident victims in the pa t have not been as for- them started. They just didn't know 
tunate. lose, they didn't want to quit. The 
Our only question in this matter is: "When will it end?" 
And our answer to this question is not: "When Ursinus al-
lows drinking on the campus." Our an wer is: "The rash of 
automobile tragedies will end, when tudents are mature and 
responsible enough to recognize that it i gravely dangerous 
to drink alcohol and then drive a car." Therefore, we urge 
the students of Ursinus College to heed the serious mistakes 
that others have committed. If you must drink, don't drive! 
And when you do drive, please drive carefully. Don't add 
your name to the list. 
general feeling among the team it-
self was just a winning feeling. It 
was just an all-around good team 
spirit, team effort thing. Spirit!" 
Weekly: A lot of people get 
down on your fraternity. What do 
you have to say about it? 
Branca: "As I told you, the fra-
u:rnity is the thing that kept me 
here. I feel sorry for the people 
that aren't in a fraternity. The 
social life that I've had here at Ur-
sinus is all fraternity. That's why 
Editor-in-Chief 
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THE KITCHEN CYNIC: 
"~Liberate the Nut" Letters to the Editor 
By JANE SIEGEL 
Just for the shock value of it, I 
won't "hack on" the moratorium-
at least not ,this week. Instead, I'd 
prefer to talk a'bout something 
really serious and realistic. The 
time has come to bring the incred-
ible symptoms of Ursinus's common 
college crippler into the annoying 
light. Not only has schizophrenia 
reached epidemic proportions on 
this campus, but it is seriously 
complicated by advanced stages of 
chronic, and perhaps terminal, mas-
ochism. A vast gap has developed 
between what many U.C.'ers want 
and think, and how they act. The 
schism is hardly credible. Students 
run around acting like a bunch of 
wind-up toys ('bears, of course) at 
the crack of any body's whip and 
then think they're ready for all 
sorts of maturity rites like open 
dorms, etc. 
The awful sickness starts at 
Freshman Orientation where the 
stage is set for all incoming Ursin-
us students to think of themselves 
as good little jack-asses. Once the 
fine, ftapa'ble freshmen are united 
-united in that they have submi,t-
ted to the idiocy of the program-
the girls are allowed to wear the 
same colored socks, but the guys 
still have to keep the ties. When 
you think about it, it really only 
takes the lowest moron two days to 
learn this campus, not two weeks. 
But the merry little freshmen 
minds have been duly mutilated to 
accept this kind of thing. In order 
to get into this austere institution 
of higher learning one has to sit up 
on his red, old gold, and black 
haunches and beg, "O.K., I'm a nut, 
see. Want to see me roll-over and 
play dead for four years? Can I 
play now?" In two weeks of orien-
tation, there is no maturity, sensi-
tivity, or responsibility displayed 
or tested. However, the C.C.C. 
does offer courses in Stupidity 107, 
108. Worst of all, the freshmen 
accept this and some even revel in 
it. They are well on their way to 
making fine pledges. 
The wretched crippler really digs 
in by the time sophomore year rolls 
around and sororities and fraterni-
ties blossom out in all ,their gross-
ness, immaturity, and personal 
mortification. Minds, feverish with 
illness, (at least I hope that's the 
excuse) sign up for all the fun and 
games and commit their souls. 
Some temporarily warped sister 
snorts commands and out come the 
baby carriages, fins, snorkels, bells 
and flea-bitten animals. (Kinder-
garten 101,--offered first semester 
only). But it's all for a good pur-
pose. It's to prove the sophomores 
haven't lost their ability to act like 
nuts. They can finger paint, dye 
underwear, and just generally 
spread inanity and light every-
where. And of course, there are 
those bulwarks of manhood, the 
frats. But who can hack on the 
fraternities? Aren't their goals 
to have decent, clean fun, support 
the community and provide group 
activity? I mean, after all, I bet 
the junk they carry in those buck-
ets is just "Spic and Span" and 
those pledges stay out all night 
helping the janitors clean windows. 
And those darling pledge trips are 
specifically designed to give each 
hopeful brother a chance to know 
more about the world. Then you 
woke up! No, in three weeks of 
pledging lots of stupidity and beer 
flows, but no responsibility and not 
one single ounce, much less a 'buck-
etful, of adult behavior is shown. 
But, by all moons, join the group, 
it's the only way to be somebody-
to be a man. 
So as the malleability of the 
brain and personality increases, 
U.C.'ers come to more easily ac-
cept the green-swarded, sugar-
coated, institutionalized dirt that 
is thrown at them. This accept-
ance, this masochism and desire to 
look imbecilic begins to make ev-
erything seem rosy-red. Scholar-
ships are hung out like juicy honey 
combs for good little trained bears 
to do tricks for. Mandatory con-
vocations could easily have been 
tolerated and summer school course 
credits are accepted or denied by 
something that is supposed to re-
semble divine will. A letter of 
recommendation starts to resemble 
a "straight" jacket. Good old 
wishy-washy Charlie Brown is alive 
and well at Ursinus College and 
taking everything that's dumped on 
him. 
But the real down is that these 
poor, down-trodden hunks of melt-
ed wax are having massive schizo-
phrenic delusions of responsibility. 
After several semesters of submit-
ting to the wiSihes of slightly sad-
istic upperclassmen and some sly 
administrators, these mental wrecks 
h'8ve the outrageously funny audac-
ity to ask for a hand in college gov-
ernment, open dorms and drinlcing 
on campus. These are marvelous 
goals, but they are not to be taken 
as another childish prank. After 
showing how well one can act like a 
nut, nobody should be stl8rtled when 
privileges requiring tact and dis-
CAMPUS CHEST 
12 November 1969 
Dear Sir: 
We feel that a great amount of 
injustice has been committed in 
your columns concerning the Cam-
pus Chest and the Student-Faculty 
Show. After many starts and 
stops, threats of cancellation, and 
finally a compromise of a postpone-
ment, the Student-Faculty Show 
did get off the ground, due almost 
exclusively to the untiring and self-
less efforts of Don Bartell and Mr. 
Melvyn Ehrlich. Others perhaps 
deserve mention here, but these 
two were the ones who never aban-
doned hope, and kept the show go-
ing. For the most part, anyone 
else would have given up, with the 
poor attendance at rehearsals, fail-
ure to learn lines, etc. 
In complement to the Sternitzkes' 
comments in their letter to the ed-
itor, we would like to add a few of 
our own, concerning Mr. Ehrlich. 
On the campus of Ursinus Col-
lege, it would be difficult, if not im-
possible, to find one so thoroughly 
devoted and dedicated to his pro-
fession of teaching, advising, and 
directing, as we find in Mr. Ehrlich. 
He has numbers of students and 
colleagues to testify to this, who do 
so readily, repeatedly, and without 
solicitation. His skill, patience, 
and courage with the theatre and 
its productions have been well 
known on this campus and else-
where, for some time. In his ad-
vising, Mr. Ehrlich has demon-
strated the utmost in kindness, pa-
tience, and understanding, which 
have led to noteworthy success with 
the groups he has advised. 
We wish that more groups and 
individuals on this campus could 
contribute just a fraction toward 
the success and welfare of the cam-
pus as do those under the guidance 
of Mr. Ehrlich. 
Dear Sir: 
Sincerely, 
ROBERT S. HOWARD 
ANNETTE V. LUCAS 
GAYLE BYERLY 
'" * GRIPE 
10 November 1969 
In recent issues of the Ursinus 
Weekly, several of us have been 
somewhat disappointed, if not ap-
palled, at what we have read. In 
the first issue, we found column 
after column, page after page, of 
gripe, gripe, gripe, with little, if 
any, constructive criticism of the 
college, personnel, or environment. 
Surely, there must be some posi-
tive features about this institution 
which we have chosen to attend! 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS , None of the rules, regulations, or 
-40 
I KNC1N YOU GOT ni' I1IGH~'" 6CoRe IN TH' C!.ASS, BUT YOU 
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customs was suddenly sprung upon 
us. They have been in writing for 
some time. 
cretion are denied. That's a wee 
incongruous. No, these goals are 
not won with harvest moons, pine 
needles, kidnappings. scavenger 
hunts and stolen bells. The game 
changes to maturity, restraint and 
wisdom. (Put that in your pipes 
and smoke it!) And that kind of 
game is a little more difficult than 
"Frosh in a Tree." But, I'm just 
the college kill-joy. I write gripe 
columns. Don't let me spoil the 
fun. Go right ahead and play all 
the inane little games possible, but 
don't turn around and expect to be 
treated as anything more than in-
ane little people. It's schizo to 
expect that. 
SPECK'S DRIVE-IN 




LIMERICK, P A. 





More recently, we have read let-
ters to the editor, of highly ques-
tionable taste, written wit'h a not-
able lack of responsibility, and with 
little indication of much intelli-
gence on the part of the writer. 
The vilification, the personal at-
tack, the lack of decency of ex-
pression--do these serve a useful 
purpose in this vehicle of commun-
ication on our campus? 
We hardly favor censorship of a 
student publication, but it would 
be a distinct pleasure to be able to 
pick up the Weekly and find its 
contents written with intelligence, 
constructive thought, and with the 
courtesy and decency which we like 
to associate with the ladies and 
gentlemen of Ursi~us College. 
ROBERT S. HOW Alto 
CONRAD E. KRUSE 
ALAN NOVAK 
JOSEPH RODGERS 
ELLWOOD S. PAISLEY 
JOH E. GRAY 
'" '" • NEVER-ENDING 
Dear Sir: 
It is with mild amusement and 
some concern that I have been 
watching the current battle over 
the fraternity-sorority system in 
the "Letters" column of the Week-
ly. One week an independent or a 
faculty member writes a sweeping 
attack on the entire system, the 
next week there is a knee-jerk re-
action of righteous indignation by 
some member of a fraternity or a 
sorority, and on the third week the 
whole pattern begins again. There 
is some name-calling, some steam 
is let off, but nothing is really ac-
complished other than raising blood 
pressures. 
Someone is missing the boat 
someplace. A conflict exists, and 
the reasons for it have to be 
brought out so that the conflict can 
be resolved. It would seem to me 
that the responsibility for finding 
out those reasons lies with the par-
ty which is on the defensive-in 
this case, the fraternities and the 
sororities. If they do "know each 
other well" and are a unified force 
on campus, it should be a simple 
matter for them to sit down and 
undertake a review of their posi-
tion in the Ursinus social structure. 
This review would reach one of two 
conclusions: 
1. The system as it stands is 
basically good and is an asset to 
the college. Then the next logical 
step is to present it to the rest of 
the students as such, so that there 
will be no place for criticism. The 
brothers of APO provide an excel-
lent example of how to go about 
doing this. Instead of keeping 
news of their activities to them-
selves, they let all the students 
know what is going on by ,the use 
of signs, posters, announcements in 
the Daily Bulletin, and general 
word-of-mouth. Most of the other 
groups rarely publicize ·their activ-
ities except in the "Letters" col-
umn; it is easy to see how they 
could (unjustly) be criticized for 
inactivity if the rest of the campus 
is unaware that those groups ever 
do anything. Some good publicity, 
some more advertising, a little bit 
of noise about service projects, 
mixers, etc., and what they do for 
the school, and there would 'be no 
justincation for the cry of "do-
nothing!" 
2. The critics have valid points 
and a change is needed. In this 
case the system can only be re-
formed from within. Specific crit-
icisms should be noted and specific 
action should be taken to correct 
these points. Childish? Try to up-
grade the level of initiation rites 
and related activities. Shaved 
heads, Teddy bears, multi-braid 
hairdos, and pledges in trees are 
not necessarily the hallmarks of 
adult behavior. Destructive? 
Teach the members of the various 
organizations that their groups are 
respected on campus and that fist-
fights and puerile hazing diminish 
that respect. Cliquish? Set the 
example of openness and under-
standing: treat people as individ-
uals first and as members of cer-
tain circles second. After aU, Miss 
Myers, how many people do you 
know who will not speak to you (or 
to others, for that matter) be-
cause they wear a different blazer 
rather than none at all? 
The fraternity-sorority system is 
under attack now, and if it does not 
stop to re-evaluate itself it risks 
its own destruction. Regardless of 
their validity, these attacks will 
have their effects. If the system 
wants to maintain its position on 
campus it will have to do more 
than become morally indignant at 
its critics; otherwise it will disap-
pear from apathy or, more likely, 
from abolishment. 
Sincerely yours, 
JEFF KARPINSKI, '70 
• '" '" • 
CHANGE 
Dear Ursinus, 
Congratulations on one hundred 
years of existence. In your cele-
brating please realize that the most 
important concern on your campus 
is the happiness and welfare of the 
students that are there now. 
"And admit that the waters around 
you have grown 
And accept it that soon you'll be 
drenched to the bone. 
If your time to you is worth savin' 
Then you better start swimmin' or 
you'll sink like a stone 
For the times they are a-chang-
in'!" 
Love, 
BIRCH MILES (formerly '71) 






November 8, 1969 
Alan C. Gold, Editor 
The Ursinus Weekly 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Dear Editor, 
I was deeply insulted by the con-
cluding paragraph of Al Faaet's 
"Perspectives: Oct. 15" which ap-
peared in the last issue of "The 
Weekly." As a member of the so-
called sorority-fraternity system 
on this campus, I resent the fact 
tha,t we were stereotyped again in 
displaying the "traditional reaction-
ary-hedonistic-super middle class 
role" during the Moratorium of Oc-
tober. Personally, I agree ,that the 
scheduled mixer on October 16 was 
a bad thing. However, as I am 
sure you are aware, working 
through democra,tic procedures does 
not always bring the will of every 
individual. IDisregarding this spe-
cific incident, the word "traditional" 
in Mr. Faaet's description implies 
thll't this is the only way we know 
how to act in any situation. Soror. 
ity and fraternity membership is 
not one hedonistic activity after 
another. 
To me, 'being in touch with the 
world is being in touch with people. 
Sorority and fraternity member-
ship does give one a self-identifica-
tion; however, it also expands one's 
mind in accepting others and giving 
one a chance to know people well. 
Unfortunately, the attacks and hu-
miliations set upon us are because 
others do not know us well. From 
personal experience, I resent the 
fact of not being spoken to because 
I wear a blazer. If the human 
barrier of communication were 
overcome, people would find that 
some of us are "in touch with the 
world and the college situation in 
general." All of us do not con-
tinue to dwell in the "fantasy world 
of dates, parties and glen-plaid 
pants" th-roughout our college ca-
reers. We do remove ourselves 
and maintain constructive criticism 
and thoughts for which we appar-
ently are given no credit. The 
presently conceived stereot:9pes on 
this campus are childish and ignor-
ant; I would be ashamed of such 
narrow-mindedness if it were a 
part of my character. 
Sincerely, 
NANCY J. MYERS. ·'to 
PAGE FOUR 
FACULTY PORTRAIT 
F. Donald Zucker 
By MARC HAUSER 
The surroundings of Dr. Donald 
Zucker's Pennsylvania Dutch farm-
house was conducive to a highly in-
teresting interview with one of Ur-
sinus' well-known faculty members. 
Here he lives with his wife, Bar-
bara, a 1966 graduate of Ursinus. 
Dr . Zucker received his B.A. from 
Rutger s in 1952, being Phi Beta 
Kappa and graduating with hon-
ors. He spent one year at the Uni-
versity of F lorence on a F ulbright 
Scholarship and received his M.A. 
in 1956 and his Ph.D. in 1958, both 
f rom Penn State. 
the Cherubini National Music Con-
servatory. Among his activities 
were a speaking tour of Northern 
Itely on the subject of American 
politics and singing, along with 
Mrs. Zucker, in the cathedral choir 
of the Duomo, the famous 13th cen-
tUry cathedral in Florence. The 
cultural climate of this magnificent 
city was a valuable tool that gave 
many aesthetic contributions to Dr. 
Zucker. 
When asked to compare E urope-
an students, and Italian ones in 
particular to American students, 
Dr. Zucker replied, "European stu-
F. DONALD ZUCKER 
Weekly: What are your views of dents have by tradition been politi-
the typical Ursinus student? cally involved. All Italian univer-
Dr. Zucker: There is no typical sities are in cities so that the stu-
Ursinus student. The student body dents are in the middle of what's 
as a whole is more heterogeneous going on. However, I see Ameri-
now than when I first came here, can students becoming more like 
also more cosmopolitan. Our stu- Europeans in their attitudes to-
dents used to be mainly middle- wards politics. Roughly one-half 
class suburbanites, but now they of Italian students are one kind of 
are more varied. Our wider re- communist or another. They are 
cruiting policies are all for the bet- tremendously well-informed about 
ter. affairs and are alert, alive, and 
I try to make my classes as in- participating. 
teresting and relevant as possible Weekly: The November 15 March 
and hope for the best. The "great on Washington-your views please. 
silent majority" are hard to stim- Dr. Zucker: Although the march-
ulate. But enough students are in- ers have a constitutional right to 
tellectually alert enough to make march, I don't believe or partici-
teaching at Ursinus challenging. pate in demonstrations. I agree 
Weekly: What is your opinion of with the President's view that pol-
the Political Science department at.. icy should not be made in the 
U. C.? streets. Although I agree gen-
Dr. Zucker: With the addition of erally with the marchers' policy 
courses in Methodology and Behav- viewpoint, this march is a tactical 
iorism it is weH-rounded. However, error. As Carl Rowan said in the 
I think a specific course in State Bulletin Wednesday night, "We 
and Local Government should be heard you when you first drove up." 
offered. Of special interest is Po- The moratorium got the message 
litical Science 017-018, a course through. Let's keep up that kind 
that gives each department mem- of pressure. I think that this 
ber an opportunity to teach a rath- march is superfluous if not coun-
er personalized course in a partic- ter-productive. 
ular field of interest. Weekly: Is the administration 
Our spectrum of courses is ade- receptive to the expression of your 
quate for an undergraduate college opinions? 
as evidenced by the fact that our Dr. Zucker: I've had my innings 
students do well in graduate with the administration over the 
schools. years, but the President and I have 
My colleagues and I have all always shaken hands and parted 
been politically active and among friends. The administration is 
ourselves, there is a good partisan pretty receptive. I've always re-
balance; if that matters. Dr. MiI- ceived a patient hearing and full 
ler, our chairman, is especially re- explanation of all unfavorable de-
sponsible for making my years at cisions. 
Ursinus rewarding. Weekly: Any closing comments? 
A Year Abroad Dr. Zucker: Yes, I'm not pleased 
As most everyone knows, Dr. with the students' performances. 
Zucker spent a year in Florence on Many are not working up to their 
a sabbatical leave from the college, capacity or any place close to it. 
during which time he studied at I strongly urge everybody not to 
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EQUALITY THE ADMINISTRATION ANSWERS 
By RUTH ALLEN 
The concepts of the contempo-
rary Women's Liberation Move-
ment were presented by Betsy 
Gwynn, a member of the National 
staff in Chicago, on November 12 
and 13. She spoke to two psychol-
ogy classes and the sociology cla ss. 
Wednesday evening a slide show 
entitled "You Came a Long Way 
Baby" was shown followed by a 
lively question and answer period. 
To the one o'clock psychology class, 
Miss Gwynn said that a girl is 
taught from a very early age to 
make the male ego the focal point 
of her life, i.e. to define herself al-
ways in terms of men. Women 
have been taught t his since the be-
ginning of t he ownership of pr ivate 
property ; t hus, the oppression of 
Freedom of Assembly 
women is the oldest form of op- I!III::I ..... 
pression in history. 
Questions in the one o'clock cla ss 
were limited because of time but 
the gist of the questions were that 
if woman were given complete 
equality, she would have to give up 
some of her pr ivileges and be sub-
jected to the draft and expenses 
for dates. If Miss Gwynn believed 
in the draft, she would favor in-
clusion for women. As for dates, 
she sees no reason why boys at col-
lege are expected to pay for dates 
more so than girls. She views it 
as a continuation of keeping woman 
DEAN RUTH R. HARRIS 
QUESTION: Is it true that there is a rule prohibiting groups 
of more than twelve students from meeting on campus? 
What are the limits on freedom of assembly? 
DEAN RUTH R. HARRIS, Director of Student Activities, 
ANSWERS: There is no such written rule. The only 
limits are that student groups are asked to schedule 
meetings and identify the purpose through my office to 
avoid scheduling conflicts and that meetings for the pur-
pose of disrupting the proper activities of the College 
are not condoned. 
economically dependent on the man ----------------------------
in a male chauvinist society. Col!l!eeHouseConquers In the two o'clock sect ion there •• 
were more question and answers. "PEACE HOUSE" 
One student asked why woman 
wanted to break into the "man's In the warm brown of a coffee house shadow 
world" because there is not much 
to 'be desired in it. Women are There is peace. 
allowed to be compassionate and There is a mood in the music 
feeling in public. Men must hide That whispers contentment. 
these qualities or be labelled ab- Waxen lights flicker in cue 
normal. Miss Gwynn answered With the quiet breathing. 
saying that both men and women 
are in separate boxes which dictate In the low, pacific whispers 
certain characteristics as mascu- There is peace. 
line and feminine. These boxes are In the thick closeness of evening friends 
artificially contrived and not in- There is peace. 
trinsic. 
Another student asked if it was There is a meeting of souls 
not denying progress to propose In the gathering of thoughts. 
child d~ care centers and com- Cooing voices swell lightly 
munal living as ways to allow With soft notes of loneliness. 
women more time to "live." Miss In the shadows of students on stucco 
Gwynn said, first of all, that no 
one has ever lived in such a tech- There is peace. 
nological society as Americans live There is peace in the depth of the unity within. 
in today. To cope with it especial- But not in the chaos that will tear it apart. 
ly in urban areas we need a sense There is peace in the darkness 
of community. As far as taking 
one's child to a day care center, But not in the idealism. 
she mentioned studies that have There is peace in the silence 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 5) But not in the blaring horn. 
BETSY GWYNN 
narrow themselves down too much 
if they want to lead satisfying 
lives-like concentrating just on 
science, or even on Political Sci-
ence. While in college, soak up as 
much as possible of music, the arts, 
literature-find out what the rest 
of the world is about. Also, bud-
get your time in significant extra-
curricular activities. 
A final plea: People who play 
stringed instruments (violin, viola, 
cello) please come out for the 
newly-formed chamber ensemble. 
Dr. Zucker is one man who prac-
tices what he preaches, with a sat-
isfying life full of activities and 
attitudes that go into the charac-
ter of this unique man. 
There is peace in the sky's blue 
But not in the cop's blue. 
There was peace in their minds then 
But not in that city. 
On Nov. 7 and 8, the basement of Bomberger was trans-
formed into a candle-lit, incense-perfumed coffee house. This 
program, sponsored by the Ursinus YM-YWCA was, in Bill 
Norcross' words, offered "to try and in some way, compen-
sate for the weekend void of the Ursinus inmates." Nor-
cross, Gail Sternitzke, Pam Grant and Carol Nixon were 
largely responsible for organizing the programs. The "Y" 
provided the atmosphere, but the aUdience-participants 
brought the coffee house to life. Sitting on tables, stairs and 
on the floor, sipping tea, espresso or coffee and munching on 
bread and cheese, candles and darkness, fishnets and leaves, 
fine music by talented students: these were the externals. 
The true success of the evenings were their internal fea-
tures. There was a closeness, a communication and an ap-
preciation generated among the people there which made the 
evening a together experience, an interaction of minds. Bill 
described this feeling as a "fairly intellectual and wholesome 
thing ... " many of those who attended it would have called 
it beautiful. 
In retrospect, Bill felt that the activity was highly ex-
perimental but added that "the interest of the people who 
helped put it together and the response of the students made 
the coffee house project a real success and gave the Y-cab-
inet reassurance in planning this kind of thing for the fu-
ture." 
There is another coffee house planned for Nov. 22 and the 
''Y'' is hoping to improve the program. While much of the 
entertainment was spontaneous at the first coffee house, Bill 
felt that the atmosphere could be made more free, that the 
entertainment should be more diversified. While there was 
a wide range in the types of music presented, Bill would like 
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1) 
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Collegeville Cop ShocksU .. sinusAudience 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT I Am Curious 
By LINDA TURNAGE Morris turned to us and said, President Helfferich's personal 
By BOB SWARR oughly than the criminal." He com- It was an X-rated Mixed Media "The school newspaper. Well, I comment on the evening's program 
mented, "Lawyers should spend by Franklin Morris. When the hope none of this conversation will was that it was "very modern." 
As you probably know Chief Mc-
Clure has retired. Perhaps you 
have seen his replacement, John J. 
McKernan Jr., cruising through 
Collegeville in the station wagon 
with the bubble gum machine. 
Chief McKernan comes to College-
ville from the West Norriton police 
force where he served for six years. 
His education includes a state po-
lice course and 14 F.B.I. courses 
concerning law enforcement. In 
addition, he has diplomas from 
some time in a patrol car before lights went on in the auditorium, be recorded." Back in the auditorium students 
practicing criminal law." He added we hurried through the side door "Why not? Why shouldn't she were reacting strongly to Morris' 
"a policeman has 30 seconds to a to the back of the stage where put this in her article? " asked play. Comments ranged from "def-
minute to make a decision, a law- President Helfferich was speaking President Helfferich. initely mind expanding," to "It was 
yer has months to recognize a mis- quietly with Franklin Morris. "Are you getting all this down?" purposeless and useless." One stu-
take." However, he conceded that "We've never censored anywhere my friend whispered. dent remarked, "I've seen stag 
because of the problems with the else. We've done this show on "I want an apology for every movies, so this didn't bother me." 
courts the police are becoming many college campuses and never student in the auditorium tonight," When asked about the intent and 
more ?ro~,cie~t ~nd better trained. received an adverse reaction. I said Dean Pettit, still in agitation. purpose of his program, Mr. Mor-
He. saId, Thl.s IS"a benefit to ~he just don't gauge myself to where I Becoming angry himself, MorrIS ris said that in his opinion, every-
polIce and soc~ety . He ended ~Ith am." Morris was saying. 'If thing had been said blatantly and 
words of praIse for Frank RIZZO, flashed "Absolutely not. you directly and that there was no need 
"he is strong but not unbending." "Well, I think you should have don't want to pay me that's all to explain. However, he did go on 
warned the people about what was right. In fact, in this case I would 
J going to happen during the pro- not accept your check!" to say that it was an experiment in 
" gram," said President Helfferich. Dean Pettit stormed off down mixed media. 
Jf,~M"t;-""+-~""" "I think that would have taken the hall. "It was meant to be totally am-
) 
everything out of it, though." Pressed again for an apology, biguous so that the observer is 
th:~a~~;o. pe~~;eas~!r~S, ~:~~~ ~~rr~sai~hr~~o~!~ ~~~~s :::e~?e ~~ ;~:~~~~IY t:eem~e~nte:r~~ff~~e~~ 
rassed." walked away angrily. paces, giving it variety." 
"Times have changed," 
replied. 
Morris Turning to us, President Helffer- When asked who put together 
ich began telling us a little about the format, Morris smiled and 
the life and background of Frank- pointed to himself. He explained 
lin Morris. Morris is an Ursinus that t he props were merely for di-
graduate who was a p ianist for version and did not contribute to 
the Messiah Chorus, and as Presi- the main point. Morris would not 
dent Helfferich expressed it, "an divulge this main point. He would 
excellent musician." Morris re- merely say "I have an idea, but 
ceived his Ph.D. in chemistry at I'm not trying to put it across. I 
"I think an apology would be in 
order," said the president. "I 
think you should apologize." 
Becoming excited, Morris de-
clared, "No, I should not apolo-
gize." 
At this point Dean Pettit 
proached the small gathering. 
ap- M.I.T. He is a professor at the don't think about the audience. I 
University of Syracuse, where he do think there is an audience for 
is the director of the electronic this sort of thing now, though." 
"I want to remember you the 
way you were Frank, because that 
was trash," he said, obviously very 
angry. 
studio. The program was in the form of 
The president remarked upon the a play, Morris explained. 
. Photo by Weaver "I'm sorry you feel that way," 
ChIef John J. McKernan, Jr., pf the Borough of Collegeville Police Dept. said 'Morris quietly . 
fact that many people in the aud- "You aren't supposed to know 
ience were embarrassed by Morris' when it's beginning and when it's 
program. He noticed many people ending." 
Montgomery County Community 
College and Temple Community 
College. He is 'listed in the present 
(1968-1969) Jr. College Who's Who. 
Chief McKernan plans to take 
some courses at Ursinus. He has 
a special interest in the latest ideas 
in law enforcement which empha-
size interpersonal relations be-
tween the policeman and \ the citi-
zen. Chief McKernan, a political 
science major, attempts to keep 
informed by devouring issues of 
about every major maga2;ine, whHe 
devoting time to his two boys, a 
little girl and his wife. 
Law and Order: To Chief Mc-
Kernan it is not to maintain a 
"status quo." "The law is for ev-
eryone and everyone should abide 
by it." He feels that disorder such 
as protest or riots state that the 
la w is insufficient. He thinks that 
this should lead to are-evaluation 
of the law but until proven other-
wise the law should be held and 
enforced. 
The Policeman's Role: Chief Mc-
Kernan sees the policeman as a 
man in the middle. The police uni-
form is a target with big circles 
around it; you're always in the eye 
of somebody." He feels rthat the 
policeman encounters much hostil-
ity because he is a visible authority 
symbol and a scape-goat. He feels 
that the policeman is less respected 
today .than before even though he 
is more proficient. In addition so-
ciety's need for the policeman has 
increased, "cl'ime is on the upswing 
and society wants it stopped." He 
added that the policeman a,lways 
has been a lay lawyer and a social 
worker but today he is even more 
80. He predicted that in ten years 
new policemen would be college 
graduates. 
The Judiciary System: Chief Mc-
Kernan thinks that the hands of 
the police are bound by the judi-
ciary system: "When a police of-
ficer takes the stand during crim-
inal proceedings he feels ·that he is 
being cross-examined more thor-
Gun Control: Chief McKernan 
said that he was in favor of "tight-
ly enforced but not restrictive" 
laws for sporting rifles. However, 
his feelings about handguns are 
different. "Look at this," he said 
pointing to his holster, "two inch 
barrel-might as well throw a 
board at more than 20 yards. What 
can you use it for?" He would like 
to see more restrictive legislation 
on handguns, "you can get them 
anywhere." 
Marijuana : Chief McKernan be-
lieves that marijuana is a first step 
to add~ctive drugs. To support his 
opinion he mentioned ·that 98% of 
those who voluntarily adn;lit them-
selves to the Federal Rehabilita-
tion Center at Lexington, Ken-
tucky say that they started with 
marijuana. He feels that first-
time offenders get off too lightly. 
"If you are going to enforce these 
laws what is written should be en-
forced to the maximum." He also 
mentioned that in rough figures 
alcoholics have a 35 % cure ralte 
while drug addicts have about a 
5% cure rate. Chief McKernan 
seems Ito have a by the books atti-
tude and on this issue he is most 
unyielding. 
3 FROSH INJURED 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2) 
on his head. During the accident, 
he crashed through the windshield 
and then flew twenty-eight feet in 
the air, landing in a sitting position 
half-way under a parked car. !He 
is battered, but in excellent humor. 
The three freshmen were returning 
from a fraternity-sorority mixer. 
"Students . . . are on their own" 
Dean Whatley commented later 
on situations similar to this one. 
"When students are off campus, 
they are on their own. The college 
student is old enough to know what 
is right and what is wrong. In any 
off-campus function, the responsi-
bility should also fall on the indi-
vidual or individuals who are in 
charge of that function." 
COFFEE HOUSE CONQUERS 
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 5) 
to see the addition of drama presentations and poetry read-
ings. Most of all he stressed the desire of the "Y" to pre-
sent an atmosphere conducive to people talking to one an-
other, in a close, free environment with the talent presenta-
tions as a binding force and background; a catalyst for a 
social reaction. 
"Are these some of your peo-
pie?" inquired President Helfferich , 
indicating myself and my friends. 
walk out. Families removed their Insisting again that there was 
children from the auditorium. "I no message in hi s media, Morris 
saw several students from the Mes- added, "I do want to contrast the 
siah walk out," said the president. grimness of war with the surface 
"I'm from the school newspaper," "And some of the football players nonsense of life, since they do exist 
I explained. too," he said, as he reflected . at the same time." 
CO NTEM P LATIONS: 
Red Neek Kit 
By DAVID SEARS 
It seems my position as a small-
time columnist in an even smaller 
newspaper has undergone some 
strange alterations. Within the 
last few weeks some ra'ther discon-
certing mail has been arriving. 
Hidden among the expected deluge 
of Moratorium material (why is it 
tha·t when you sign your name to 
anything, your name is immediate-
ly sent to every other organization 
of its kind in the country, and t hey 
all insist upon sending :you the 
same material, except with vary-
ing addresses.) there were some 
fascinating letters from that pre-
ponderous majority eyf upstanding, 
f1ag.Jf\ying, headlight burning, and 
militaristic American population 
called the "silent-majority." 
One letter in particular dealt 
wi,th something as unique to Amer-
ican culture as the Sears and Roe-
buck catalogue. The letter was an 
invitation to join the Racial Free-
dom League, operating out of "260 
Southern Churches; and with head-
quarters in the 'heart of Dixie,' 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama." After pe-
rusing their "manifesto of democ-
racy" it became obvious that this 
organization was actually a radi-
cal splinter organization of the 
"silent majority"-the Rednecks. 
They were simply operating under 
the democratic sounding title of the 
R.IF.L. 
No matter how radical their past, 
the free gifts given upon member-
ship were too much to resist. I 
signed on the dotted line-know-
ing full well that a Justice Depart-
ment purge could occur at any mo-
ment. The only requirements for 
membership were: a copy of your 
honorable discharge from the U.S. 
Marines, and a lineage chart prov-
ing conclusively that you, or rela-
tives, have been loyal, hard tight-
ing Americans since 1776. After 
paying a slight admittance fee, I 
became eligible for my own 'X>F-
FICIAL 'REDNECK' K'IT" in-
cluded in this passel of free good-
ies were: 
-Six American Flag car decals. 
-One copy of Ric-hard M. Nixon's 
November 3rd Vietnam War 
speech (A special supplementis 
included to aid in comprehen-
sion). 
-One copy of The Spiro Agnew 
Anthology of Familiar Quota-
tions. 
- One full size American Flag-
perfect for display or framing. 
-One white sheet-with or with-
out holes. 
-One free "STP" sticker. 
-One "Racial Pride" arm band-'-
color: red, white, and blue. 
-One free introductory copy of 
The Minuteman Quarterly (free 
arms catalogues will be given to 
the rfirst two hundred members). 
-One year free subscription to the 
Reader's Digest. 
-One autographed picture of Gen-
eral Curtis LeMay fondling the 
latest nuclear warhead. 
-One "Wallace in '72" campaign 
button or one "America-Love it 
or Leave it" button. 
-One Howard Johnson credit card 
--entitling the bearer to two 
free hot dogs. 
-One National Geographic supple-
ment-"A Guided Tour of our 
Southern Military Bases" by 
Mendell Rivers. 
-One long play recording of Kate 
Smith singing "God Bless Amer-
ica." 
-And as a special to those who 
take out life memberships, the 
"Redneck" special of the month 
-One bumper sticker-"If guns 
are outlawed, only outlaws will 
have guns," attached to the back 
bumper of a '57 Ford pickup. 
For further imormation pertain-
ing to membership in "RIDDNECK" 
write: 
The Racial Freedom League 
1860-1865 Secession Lane 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
The rfilms, stage action, lack <>f 
dialogue, the mixture of pop music 
and conventional sounds worked to-
gether to produce the intended am-
biguity that Morris mentioned. As 
he himself expressed it, 
"It was not a conventional play." 
SECURITY SYSTEM 
By JUDy EARLE 
The new protective security sys-
tem involving one man who will 
guard women and look for fires is 
an attempt to gloss over the beau-
tiful gossamer fabric of the truth. 
Which is that Ursinus women liv-
ing in off-campus dorms are justi-
fia'bly frightened to leave said 
dorms after the setting of the great 
solar body, and that no fires have 
been ravaging here of late. 
Could it be that we can hold no 
credence to the view that our sub-
urban campus has an evil associat-
ed with more densely populated re-
gions? (I hesitate to say "city," 
for our rat problem does not war-
rant that). Or is the issue of co-
ed fears merely an outgrowth of 
our institution's famed pride in the 
ability to tell the female from the 
male. And even in the abyss in 
the area of the new library. 
One man-it took three to go to 
the moon. Lewis and Clark. Chris-
tian Barnard? But he wasn't lO'Ok-
ing for fires either. Perhaps infil-
trators or even members of our 
beloved academic community are 
being suspected of arson, or even 
worse, of smoking in bed. Which 
brings us to a question of values, 
the judgment of which even illus-
trious decision makers would deem 
florid. 
One man-to be in the right 
place at the correct moment with 
either a 'soda-acid or a tear gas. 
One man-to brave loneliness, the 
elements, arsonists and mashers. 
Chicago or Rome Collegeville (or 
just UC's portion) is not; Sodom, 
Gomorrah or Peyton Place are no 
closer to the truth. A healthy 
combination of parts of each and 
much more in the contract of the 
one man in very nne space between 
lines is one fire-police-protection 
man's bag. 
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Hitch - Hiking Bear Harriers Victorious, Bearettes 
with 11-1 Mark All Make AII- College Finish Dual Meet Season 
By RUDY HERMAN 
As Coach Gurzynski and half of 
his CC team milled aimlessly and 
anxiously around a broken-down 
Volkswagen bus, 25 miles from 
Lebanon Valley College, a team of 
5 Ursinus Cross Country runners, 
transpol'ted to the college via one 
flagged-down car, made a shambles 
of Lebanon Valley and Dickinson as 
if nothing had ever happened. 
sinus inter-squad meet. 
As for a prediction for this Fri-
day's championships, Ursinus 
Cross-Country offers none. They 
are just relying on the strength 
and confidence built upon a 3 year 
record 43-4 performance. The 
statistics and cbhe record perform-
ances talk, and it seems to me that 
they are talking loud enough to 
make it clear for everyone to know 
that the Ursinus CC team will be 
there and will assume the great-
ness they so deserve. 
By CRIS CRANE 
Nothing really happened-it was 
just another "classic" day in cbhe 
life of the Ursinus Cross-Country 
team which, once again, is proving 
that they are still the best group 
of MAC harriers ever assembled 
under one college banner. With 
the coach and half their team 
stranded, the "fabulous five" com-
posed CJf Bruce Albert, John Rus-
sell, Tom McMorrow, Ron Herman, 
and Dave Wood dazzled a Lebanon 
Valley football crowd with 
After F & M, it was only a mat-
ter of time. F & M shall reap the 
penalties for their undoing. And 
revenge will be sweet as well as 
glorious_ Albert, Russell, Herman, 
McMorrow, Mosakowski, Trishman, 
and Wood can run. And believe me 
they will be running on Friday! 
Ask the opposition-they'll know!! 
1st r~w (lef.t-right)-Janie Lancey, Trudy Schwenkler, Jane Owens (co-
captam), KIm Brown (c:o-captain), Robin Ca h; 2nd row (l-r)-Sandy 
Pope, Janet Lippincott, Jean ~amsey, Sandy Wood, Kip Malick; 3rd 
row (I-r)-Nancy Porter, Harnet Reynolds, Karen Day, Lindsay Kneas, 
Last week at Bryn Mawr 
College the All-College Hock- . 
ey Tournament was conduct-
ed, in which 15 girls repre-
sented Ursinus College. In an 
unprecedented show of super-
iority, all 15 girls were named 
to teams! On All-College I 
(the equivalent of All-Ameri-
can College football) were 5 
UC'ers, 5 from West Chester, 
and 1 from Swarthmore, 
These 5 were Robin Cash 
(center forward), Jane Owens 
(left halfback), Sandy Wood 
(right halfback), Trudy 
Schwenkler (left fullback), 
and Kim Brown (goalie). We 
also placed 4 girls on All Col-
lege II-Beth Anders, Jane 
Lancey, Nancy Porter, and 
Kip Malick. Janet Lippincott, 
Jean Ramsey, Karen Day, 
Harriet Reynolds, Sandy Pope, 
and Lindsay Kneas were pu t 
on the third and fourth teams. 
15 out of 44 positions is quite 
a fine showing! 
amazing rout. 
UC Always First 
It seems no matter how many 
UC runners you place on the start-
ing line, be it 5 or 10, the finality 
is always such that UC men are 
seen crossing the finish line before 
other teams can gather together 
and evaluate the wrath they just 
had incurred. ' Yes, the "five" made 
their mark that day. Even without 
such notable MAC stars as Bob 
Mosakowsky and Dave Trishman, 
the meet was another example of 
the new strength and determina-
tion born after a humiliating but 
unwarranted defeat a.t the hands 
of F & M three weeks ago. It can 
now be said that the Ursinus Cross-
Country Team can and should e-
merge as MAC champions this Fri-
day-no O'ther team can win it, Ur-
sinus can only lose it. 
At Lebanon Valley, the cold 
weather did not hurt acclimatized 
Bruce Albert as he blazed over the 
course in record time. Following 
behind Albert were the rest of the 
limited UC team: looking the best 
they did all season, John Russell, 
Tom McMorrow, Ron Herman and 
Dave Wood concluded the five-man 
spectacular by finishing 2nd, 3rd, 
4th, and 6th respectively in what 
may be classified as a ty'pical Ur-
sinus victory. The final scores 
were anti-climactic: UC 16 - LVC 
38, UC 17, - Dickinson 44. 
This coupled with their double 
victory one week earlier at Muh-
lenberg in which Haverford and the 
Mules caught the end result of a 
P. O. Ursinus team. Coming back 
from defeat, the UC harriers 
showed renewed power and har-
rassed the Fords and Mules with 
a barr>age of great individual per-
formances. Bruce Albert once 
again running ahead of all opposi-
tion, sped across the finish line 1 
minute ahead of any close competi-
tor. John Russell, Tom McMorrow, 
Ron Herman, M~ke Coyle, Dave 
Trishman, Dave Wood and Walt 
Blair completed the Muhlenberg-
Haverford death warrant as they 
signed in at 8 of the first twelve 
places. The scorecard was once 
again as it should be, like an Ur-
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY 
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS 
Birthday Cakes Delivered to 
Students Upon Request - $3.25 
489-2871 L. E. Knoeller, Prop. 
LUTZ'S 
FIFTH & MAIN 
Bobbie and Charlie Lutz 
Catering to All Student Needs 
489-9275 
"College-Town" "Youth-Quake" 
Helen Hill's Dress Shoppe 
Jewelry· Bags' Scarfs 
448 Main Street Collegeville, Pa. 
489-3414 
Beth Anders. 
Loyal Ursinus soccer fans display their banner at the LaSalle game. 
Tues. - Thur. 11 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. Sun. 3 p.m. to 11 :30 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Closed Monday 
ENRICO'S PIZZA 
NEW YORK STYLE - FRESH DOUGH MADE DAILY 
BUY 10 PIZZAS - GET 1 FREE 
"Buy it by the Slice" 
Only 10 Minutes Away 
Phone 539-5443 
Across From Kiss's Cycle Shop 
2858 RIDGE PIKE, TROOFER, PA. 
ATTENTION URSINUS STUDENTS! 
LEONARD'S MENS & PREP SHOP 
FORMAL WEAR RENTAL 
2769 RIDGE PIKE TROOPER, P A. 
PARK RIDGE SHOPPING CENTER 
Phone 275-4623 
10% DISCOUNT TO URSINUS STUDENTS 
FOR SALE: SPINET PIANO 
Wanted, responsible party to take over a 
spinet piano. Easy terms available. Can be 
seen locally. Write Credit Manager, P. O. 
Box 35, Cortland, Ohio 44410. 
FRANK JONES 
The Complete 
Sporting Goods Store 
228 W. Main St., Norristown, P •. 
0rder your UrsiDus Jacket thru 
AUREL ARNDT, Campus Rep. 
305 489-9984 




American Gem Society 
Co.plete UA. 0' 









Handsomely styled and 
hand finished 10K gold. 
Delaware Valley'S 
Largest Jewelers 
OPEN YO R OWN 
BARGE A COUNT 
~D"IUTY IINcr leu 
J!Wt:LI.'" • IllV'l."."fTHI 
D ..... OND cvn~l\. 
1112-14 Chestnut Street 
Germantown, Frankford, 
Mayfair, he ter, Olney, 
Willow Gro\e, .ottman A,oe .. 
Camden, Upper Darby, 
herry Hill, Vineland, 
Plymouth Meeting 
This week the girls played 
at the George School against 
teams all competing for posi-
tions on Philadelphia Section-
al teams. Girls on these teams 
will go out to Michigan over 
_ Thanksgiving to try to make 
the NATIONAL Team! All 
but 3 of the girls have been 
asked back again. Congratu-
lations! You've made a fine 
showing for Ursinus and Miss 
Snell. 
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 3) 
shown that children in a day care 
center are more stable than chil-
dren who have been "smothered" 
by a possessive female. Men would 
work at these centers as well as 
women. 
In the evening there was a lot of 
humor because many clearly male 
chauvinist views were expressed 
very unwittingly by several men. 
One said that he liked a girl who 
could talk about things "out of her 
realm." He also said that he could 
not so see himselt staying at home 
with the kids because he does not 
ha ve the tenderness of a woman. 
Miss Gwynn pointed out that ten-
derness is a human quality not a 
female quality though our Ameri-
can society supports that nO'tion. 
Another boy said that woman 
should do the tedious work because 
she enjoys it and is more adapted 
to it. The audience laughed in 
disbelief as Miss Gwynn could only 
say, "you dug your own grave." 
In the sociology class she de-
scribed the historical development 
of the women's movement. She ex-
plained that in previous times the 
women who did not adopt an atti-
tude of passivity thought of them-
selves as "different" than other 
women. This self-hatred kept 
women apart from their common 
complaints. Now, women are 
realizing the need for collective 
solidarity and are getting together. 
Miss Gwynn later said that the boy 
who asked if she was married was 
right to ask but wrong to &8sume 
that delegitimizes the movement. 
It no longer holds true to say 
"you'll change your tune," or 
"that's why she's into it," or "she's 
too aggressive." These no longer 
hold because there are hundreds of 
married women in the movement. 
It is not simply a movement of 
women whose styles are aggressive 
and self-assertive. Many are in it 
to gain self-confidence and self-
assertion in a male dominated so-
ciety. 
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GRIDDERS BEST SINCE 19 1 
By JIM WILLIAMS 
p.atterson Field saw one of its 
finest days last Saturday as Ur-
sinus defeated Haverford, 28-6. 
The win clinched a second place tie 
in the MAC Southern division with 
a 5-2 (5-2~1 overall) record, Ur-
sinus' best since 1931. 
No victory oould have been 
sweeter. It culm~nated a joyous 
Centennial year for both Ursin'lls 
College and collegiate football. 
Some 65 former UC gridders pres-
ent added to the merriment. 
Saturday's victory was certainly 
a team effort. Each player con-
tributed at one time or another. 
Yet, several players deserve special 
mention. Freshman Harry Adrian 
played magnificently again&t Hav-
erford, rushing for 175 yards. The 
Shuman - to - Mangan comlYination 
again was brilliant. Lesser known 
players, like Gary Dolch and Felix 
Narog, also contributed mightily. 
Snow Flurries Abound. 
Ursinus moved slowly in the first 
period, perhaps due to the inclem-
ent weather-30 degrees tempera-
tures and snow flurries. With 8:15 
on the clock, Pete Shuman hlit Felix 
Narog on a 30-yard TD pass play. 
With the conversion, UC led 7-0. 
The Bear defense smothered 
Haverford's running attack through 
the first half. The Fords marched 
to the UC 38, stopped there as Q'B 
Dave Parham was dumped. 
Two substantial UC scoring 
threats were halted late in the sec-
ond quarter. On the first Harry 
Adrian bulled 24 yards to the Hav-
erford 17, but Shuman lost the pig-
skin scrambling on the next play. 
Haverford's Steve Gross ended the 
second drive with a pass intercep-
Dickinson 
Edged by 
U C 21-20 
Ursinus gridders pulled out an-
other one against Dic~nson on No-
vember 8. Behind 20-0 at half-
time, the Bears scored three touch-
downs to win 21-20. Pete Shu-
man's two,point conversion pass in 
the final quarter gave UC the lead. 
Dickinson dominated the first 
half with 'I'D's scored by QB Joe 
Wilson on a 1-yard run, Art Trav-
los on a 4-yard run, and an 8-yard 
pass from Wilso~ to John Person. 
Dick!inson lost the game because 
barefoot kicker Don Wihite missed 
his third conversion attempt. 
Ursinus stormed back in the fi-
nal two periods with 'I'D's by Han? 







Gracious Country Dining Since 1798 
ROUTE 422 LIMERICK, P A. 
Phone 495-6222 
POWERS 
"Distinctive Ladies & Mens Wear" 
323 Main Street Collegeville, Pa. 
Botany "500" - Arrow Shirts 




460 Main St. Collegeville, Pa 
Official Inspection Station 
.tion on his own 37 yard line. 
Pete Koiwai sparked the Bears 
as the second half began with a 
kick-off return to the UC 46. Then 
Harry Adrian took over, almost 
single-handedly carrying for a 'I'D. 
With the extra point, Ursinus held 
a 14-0 edge. Later in the third 
quarter, UC got moving again as 
Shuman completed a pass to Mike 
Mangan on the UC 45. Ursinus 
was forced to punt, but recovered 
the receivers' fumble. The Bears 
then pulled that razzle-dazzle play, 
the Statue of Liberty. Halfback 
Don Larson stepped back to .pass 
and Joe Corvaia grabbed the ball 
from him and scooted around the 
end to the Haverford 11. Adrian 
then carried for the soore. UC 
now had a 21-0 advantage. 
The Fords finally got on the 
scoreboard in the fourth period as 
backs Jim Arby and Charlie Cheek 
moved the pigskin in for the touch-
down. The score, 21-6. Ursinus 
put the game away with an addi-
tional TD l8tte in the fourth quar-
ter. Pete Shuman threw a perfect 
strike to Narog as he entered the 
endzone. With 4:47 remaining DC 
led 28-6, the final score. Ursinus player hits ball over goal in LaSalle game. 
Can ]~ fDA ]iJJJz 
Bears Should Be MAC Champs 
With any luck at all, Ursinus could now be the Middle papers should give their Associated Press vote to Mangan. 
Atlantic Conference Southern Division football champion. If If you're interested in seeing the brochure, pick one up in 
that sounds like the statement of a highly partisan Bear fan, Zwingli. But before we get sidetracked too much, we want 
it is. to say that Mangan already has two votes-one from the 
But the statement, nonetheless, has more than a grain of 
validity when considering that the Bears lost their first two 
games this season by a total of six points. But after losses 
of 17-14 to Franklin and Marshall and 6-3 to Lebanon Valley, 
Ursinus came back to win five Qf its last six games and tie 
a non-Conference encounter. 
As the situation stands at the moment, the Bears have 
a chance to tie for the Southern Division championship, pro-
vided that defending champion Johns Hopkins loses to West-
ern Maryland Saturday. The Bluejays are currently 5-1. 
The race for first place could end in a three-way tie, however, 
if Lebanon Valley defeats PMC tomorrow. The Flying 
Dutchmen are 4-2 in the Conference. 
Incredible Season 
But wherever the Bears end up, the 1969 season can be 
tabbed as nothing less than incredible. That a team could 
move from second division with a 3-5 log (last year's Bear 
team) to a 5-2 record and a chance for a tie for the Division 
championship-and all in just one season-would impress 
anyone. But last Saturday's 28-6 win over Haverford did 
more than put the Bears in contention for the MAC title. 
For one thing, it gave Dick Whatley the best team in his 
10-year career as Bear head mentor. For another thing, it 
gave Ursinus its best record since 1931. For a third thing, 
it extended the Bears' non-losing streak to six, best since 
1912. 
So much for football 1969. Now, in the tradition of the 
Weekly to do unusual things, the Sports department would 
like to do something unusual-like a premature preview of 
the Bears' 1970 grid squad. Last year, we predicted that 
this year's team would finish with a winning record, but we 
didn't print our predictions. 
Norristown Times-Herald and the other from the Pottstown 
Mercury. We don't have the AP wire service in the Weekly 
office, or we'd vote for Mangan, too. 
Difficult Replacing Seniors 
But back to the SUbject-next year. It won't be easy 
for Whatley and company to replace the 13 seniors mentioned 
above, but at least he'll have a good nucleus back to start with. 
Junior end Felix Narog is one key player who'll be back. 
Though overshadowed by Mangan this year, Narog has com-
piled some respectable credentials-35 catches for 580 yards 
and third best pass receiver in the MAC. 
And while Shuman won't be back to throw footballs at 
Narog, junior Don Larson will. Larson has seen limited ac-
tion this season, but enough to complete seven of 13 passes 
for 261 yards and a touchdown. 
Schmidt and Mangan are the only losses in the offensive 
line--Rich Rockwell, Geoff Mann, Bob Kuss and Ed Beach 
(plus Narog) will all return. 
Adams, Corvaia Graduate 
The graduation of two top-flight halfbacks like Adams 
and Corvaia would hurt any team, but freshman Harry Adri-
an is sure to take up the slack. In fact, Adrian led the team 
in rushing this season with 467 yards on 122 carries. 
On the defense, Mahalchick and Dolch will leave holes to 
be filled in the line, while Branca, Hedden and Shober will be 
gone from the backfield. Six starters, however, will be back, 
including three juniors-Gary Keyes, Wood Robinson and 
Jim Wilcox-as well as three freshmen--.Tim MacDonald, Art 
Hanebury, and Kevin O'Connor. 
Whatley has a simple explanation for this year's success. 
Potential Champions "It was just a combination of a good senior group and a good freshman- group," Whatley said. "But we did more 
But since the predictions came out right, we're going to recruiting for this year's team, a lot more." 
go out on the vine and forecast the fate of next year's team. 
We forecast-an MAC Southern Division championship. Keep recruiting, coach. 
Oh, we have our reasons, but before we get to them, we • 
want to say a few last words about why this year's predic- In concert 
tions turned out right. Our reasons? Mike Mangan, Larry The Brooklyn Bridge 
Schmidt, Pete Shuman, Joe Corvaia, Greg Adams, Mike Ma-
halchick, Tony Pacenta, Gary Dolch, Tom Branca, John Mills, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6 - 8 p.m. 
Bob Hedden, Phil Correll, Jim Shober. Name-dropping is ALBRIGHT COLLEGE FIELDHOUSE 
fun, but we think it's also appropriate since the seniors just 
named have played such a key role in this year's grid success. TICKETS: $4.00 - $3.50 - $3.00 
Albright College Campus Center Desk 
By the way, bef9re we forget, Ursinus public relations Telephone: 376-3787 
man Tetl Taylor is starting a crusade to make Mangan, the Check or Money Order Payable to ALBRIGHT COLLEGE. 
MAC's leading pass receiver, a Little All-American. Taylor Must Accompany Mail Reservations 
has published a leaflet listing eight reasons why area news- .... ______________________ -' 
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Centennial Football Dayat Ursinus 
The college you can't get into without ajob. 
The college IS ours W estern Electrlc's C >rporate Education 
Center In H opewell. New Jersey. 
LIke Y'lur college, ours has a campus WI h dorms, dIning halls, 
labs and a Itbrary. Unltke yours, you can't get Into ours wIthout a Job. 
A job a Western ElectriC. 
Our students engineer. manager and 0 her profe IOnals 
de\'elop and e.'pand theIr skIlls hrouRh a variety of courses, from 
corpordte operatIons to computer electronlc<; To help bring better 
telephone servIce and equIpment, hrough the Bell Sys em. 
F9r in/ormatIon can/act your placement office. Or n rile: Colle~e 
RelatIons Manager, Western Electtlc Co. Room ~500, 222 B roadway, 
New York, Nell York 1003 An equal opportunity employer. 
@western Electric 
Left to right, Adrian, Shuman, Branca, Coach Whatley and Gary Dolch, 
named top linemen in the Centennial game. 
, 
Oldest Ursinus football player attending, Daniel 8 . Light '16, receives 
certificate from Centennial Queen Betsy Flynn. 
Herman "Reds" Bassman '36, the man who 8CIOred the touchdown to 
beat Penn in 1934, traveled from Petenburgh, Va. to .ttead. Here, Dr. 
He16erieh introduces him to the crowd. 
